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Methodology

Figure 1: A schematic of the workflow for model development.

1)  Data  was collected from PDSP  
Ki   and  Pharos  databases. 
 
2) PDSP and Pharos datasets were   
filtered separately, after which they 
were merged. 
 
3)  A  total  of  21  features  of  five    
different  kinds ( Circular ,  Path-
based,   Substructure  keys, RDKit  
descriptors ,  and  VolSurf+)  were  
generated   for   each   of  the  40    
subcellular locations. 
 
4) An Evaluation metrics  is  made 
and the best models were selected   
based  on Cohen’s Kappa scores.  
 
5)    Based    on    the   evaluation    
metrics,   the   machine  learning   
models     built     consist    of    19     
different      fingerprints-based       
features      for      40      different      
subcellular   locations   using   28   
different      ML      classifiers. 

Understanding    subcellular    distribution    and    the   mechanism   of   xenobiotics   can   help  in   
modulating  subcellular  dysfunction mediated diseases.  Therefore,  with improved  knowledge  of  
how  xenobiotics  are  distributed across subcellular locations  and  the  mechanism for a  specific  
molecule  can  play  a crucial role in  assessing drug efficacy and  toxicity. Such  knowledge  would  
widen  therapeutic  windows  by  allowing  specific receptors to be  targeted  efficiently.  Based  on 
datasets  that   provide   information   on   the   subcellular  locations of proteins and their ligands,  
we   developed   machine   learning   models   for   40   subcellular   locations .  Such   models  were 
trained  and  validated  based  on  the  grid  search  method  and  best models  based on Cohen’s 
Kappa scores were selected.                                       
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Introduction
Overview  : 
1)  This work focuses precise subcellular drug delivery which holds great promise in treating  
diseases  effectively. 
2)  Herein  we  report  the  first  in-silico  study for predicting drug localization  for  40  different   
subcellular  regions. 
3)  We  manually  curated  the  subcellular  locations   and   collected   ligand   data.   Forty  
different   classification   models  were  developed  by exploring various RDKit features and 
trained using different machine learning (ML)  classifiers from scikit-learn. 
Outcome : 
1) Based on the extensive evaluation of the performance of different  features  and ML 
algorithms, best models were selected. These models can predict the  binding  site  for  the  
given  drug.   
2)  Models  were tested across five evaluation metrics, and the  best  models, after performing        
grid   search, were implemented.
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Results

Figure 2: The portal predicts the binding site for Drug Name, 
SMILE or Pubchem CID

Figure 3: The predicted binding site, image of the predicted site 
along with the ligand structure and other information is shown.

In   summary,   we   have   developed  some  reliable  predictive  models  for  localization  for  40  different  subcellular   
locations.   Manually  curated  data  on  protein  localization  along  with  data  obtained  from  Pharos  and  PDSP  Ki   
databases  were  used. Several features from RDkit and different machine learning algorithms from scikit-learn were  
used  in  training  the  models.  The  best  models  were selected based on model’s Cohen Kappa on its validation set.  
MLP  showed  best  results  in  most  cases.  Among  21  different  molecular  features  mainly  based on RDKit, LECFP6  
outperformed  others.  However,  a  scaffold  analysis  revealed  that  very few scaffolds are likely to be in positive and  
negative   molecules   simultaneously.  This  can  potentially  bias  fingerprint-based  strategies.  Hence,  using  other   
methodologies  such  as  VolSurf+  might  be  preferable,  despite the lower  performances in   prediction.      

Figure 4: Plot showing the performance of 40 models on the test set. 


